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The almost sure limit for the random closed set X,, = a;‘(A, u u A,,) is found where a, tends to 
infinity and A,, , A,, are i.i.d. copies of a certain random closed set A. The established strong law of 
large numbers for unions of random sets generalizes previous results on almost sure limits for samples 
of random vectors. 
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1. Introduction 
Many investigations concern with finding the almost sure limit for a random sample 
in [W* or its convex hull as the sample size increases. This problem is solved at large 
in Davis, Mulrow and Resnick [2] where further references and commentaries can 
be found. 
In the present paper we find limit shapes for unions of random sets. Note that 
the results for samples of random vectors are imbedded in our scheme since a 
random vector is a single-point random set. 
Let A be a random closed set (RACS) in the Euclidean space D?. It means that 
A is a random element with values in the class 9 of all closed subsets of IWd. The 
RACS A is assumed to be measurable. Namely, {An K #a} should be a random 
event for each K from the class Yt of all compact sets in [Wd, see Matheron [4]. 
Let i.i.d. RASCs A,, . . . , A,, be copies of a certain RACS A. Denote 
X, = a,‘(A, u . . . u A,,). (1.1) 
Indeed, X,, is a RACS. We shall find conditions which ensure almost sure 
convergence and corresponding limits for the sequence X,,, n 2 1. 
First, introduce the convergence of closed sets. According to Matheron [4] a 
sequence of closed sets F,, n 2 1, is said to converge to F is the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
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(i) If K n F = (4 for some compact set K from YC then there exists a number 
N > 0 such that K n F,, = $4 whenever n 2 N. 
(ii) If G n F # fl for some set G from the class ifs of all open sets then there exists 
a number N > 0 such that G n F,, # $3 whenever n > N. 
The sets F,,, n 2 1, are allowed to be unbounded so that we cannot use convergence 
in YC (compare with Davis et al. [2] where the convergence in YC was investigated). 
The almost sure convergence of RACSs is defined in a natural way. 
The conditions (i), (ii) may be safely reformulated for the sets K, G belonging 
to some countable subfamilies of Yt and 9. Thus we can render these conditions 
for a sequence of random sets with a non-random limit. 
Lemma 1.1 (cf. [2]). Let X,, be a sequence of random closed sets, and let X be a 
non-random closed set. Then X, + X in 9 almost surely as n + CO ifs the following 
conditions are valid: 
(j) If K n X = 0 for a certain K from 3” then 
P{X,,nK#@i.o.}=P h fi {X,,nK#li)} 
n = I ,n ,I 
(jj) If G n X # (4 for a certain G from 93 then P{X,, n G = (4 i.o.} = 0. 0 
These conditions can be weakened if we replace the class Yl in (j) and 9 in (jj) 
with certain sub-classes J& JU’ respectively. It is easy to show that we can choose 
the class of closed balls (open balls) or parallelepipeds (open parallelepipeds) 
instead of JU (respectively A’). 
Let sdm’ be the unit sphere in [w”. Assume that Sd ’ is furnished with the induced 
topology. A subset S = s“-’ is said to be canonically closed if S coincides with the 
closure of its interior. Then the class 
.,ti={{ux: u~S,a~xxb}: 
S is a canonically closed subset of s’ ‘, 0~ a < b} (1.2) 
can be used in Lemma 1.1 instead of YC. 
The classes JH, .&’ are said to determine 9-convergence if Lemma 1.1 is valid 
after replacing YC with J! and 93 with A’. 
Assumption. Each K from JH coincides with the closure of its interior. The interior 
Int K, in turn, is the limit of an increasing sequence of sets from JX. The class J!Z’ 
contains only interiors of all sets from .&I, i.e. A’ = {Int K : K E A}. For all c > 0, 
c.A=(cF: FEA}=.A. 
Most notations are introduced where needed. A few conventions follow here. The 
interior, the closure, the complement and the convex hull of any set M are denoted 
by Int M, G, MC and conv( M) respectively. A set M is said to be canonically closed 
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in case it coincides with the closure of its interior. Furthermore, the norm of M is 
defined as 
IIMII =su~{llxII: XE Ml, 
where ]/x(1 is the Euclidean norm of x. The ball of radius Y centered at x is denoted 
by B,(x). 
2. Distributions of random sets and regularly varying capacities 
The distribution of any RACS A is completely determined by the corresponding 
capacity functional defined as 
T(K)=P{AnK#@} 
where K describes the class X The functional T is a Choquet capacity on X, see 
Choquet [ 11. 
Investigating random sets we deal with capacities instead of functions. Now we 
reformulate for capacities some definitions from multivariate regular variation theory 
r3, 7, 81. 
Let J# be a sub-class of %, and let R :.h! -+[O, 001 be a non-negative capacity. 
Suppose that R is an upper semicontinuous decreasing capacity without any restric- 
tion on signs of higher differences inherent to Choquet capacities, see Matheron 
[4], Choquet [l]. 
The capacity R is said to be regularly varying on Ju with the limit capacity A if 
for all F from JU, 
f& R(rF)lg(t) = A(F) (2.1) 
where g : (0, ~0) -+ (0,~) is a regularly varying function of index p, see Seneta [7]. 
We then write R E RV(P, J@, A, g). 
The limiting capacity A(F) is allowed to take zero or infinite values. However, 
we suppose that A is not equal to zero or infinity identically. 
It is easy to prove that A is a decreasing functional, and for any C > 0, F, from 
Jll the limit (2.1) exists for the set F = CF, and 
A(F) = CPA(F,). 
Lemma 2.1. Let T be the capacity functional of a certain RACS A, and let 
R(K) = -log T(K). (2.2) 
If R E RV(P, Ju, A, g), p > 0, then for any F,, F, from A the limit (2.1) exists for the 
set F = F, u F, and 
A(F)=min(A(F,),A(F,)). (2.3) 
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Proof. It is evident that 
lim_pp R(tF)lg(t)s!h_m R(rF,)lg(t)Gmin(A(Fr), A(FJ). 
If A( F,) or A (Fz) is equal to zero then (2.3) is evident. Let A( F,) and A( F2) be 
finite and non-vanishing. Then for any e > 0 and sufficiently large t, 
T(rF,)Gexp{-g(t)A(F,)(l-e)}, i=l,2. (2.4) 
Since g(t) + cc as t --z co, we get 
lim@f R( tF)/g( t) 
2 lim_&f -log( T( tF,) + T( fF*))/g( 1) 
=min(A(F,), A(FJ)(I -E), 
whence the statement of the lemma is valid. If A (F,) = CO then (2.4) is replaced with 
the inequality T( tF,) s exp{-g( t)C}, which holds for any positive C and sufficiently 
large f. 0 
Below we always associate capacity R with the capacity functional of a RACS 
A via (2.2). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the capacity A is minitive (compare 
with maxitive capacities introduced in Norberg [5]). However, the value of A(F) 
cannot be represented as the minimum value of A ({x}), x E F, since, in general, the 
class Jdz does not contain single-point sets, and A({x}) can be infinite. 
The functional A is said to be strictly monotone (decreasing) on Jzz if A (K,) > 
A(K) for any K, K, from JM such that K,c Int K, A(K)<co. 
Denote for any compact K, 
k =U{sK: szl}. 
It is evident that k is closed and sJ? c k for all s 2 1. It can be proved that 
A(K) = A(k) in case (2.1) is satisfied uniformly on X. 
For any functional A : Jll + [0, co] put 
Z(A;Ju)=(U{IntF:FE.k,A(F)>l})C. (2.5) 
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a limiting capacity in (2.1). Then for any s 2 1, 
sZ(A; Ju)c Z(A; A). 
Proof. Follows from the inequality A (SF) = s”A (F) > A(F) for s > 1. 0 
Consider a particular case of (2.5). Suppose that A is continuous from below, Ju 
consists of all single-point sets, and A({x}) is finite and continuous of IWd. Then 
(2.5) is replaced with 
Z(A; A) = {x: A({x}) s 1). 
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3. Almost sure limits of scaled unions of random closed sets 
Now that we have defined all necessary notions, we investigate almost sure conver- 
gence of the random set X,, defined in (1.1) as a, + co, n + co. The following theorem 
resembles to some extent Theorem 2.1 from the cited paper of Davis et al. [2]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a RACS with the capacity functional T and let the class J& 
determine $-convergence. Define the capacity R with possibly infinite values by (2.2). 
Furthermore, let R E RV(P, JU, A, g) with p > 0. Suppose that A is a strictly monotone 
capacity on Ju and for any K E JM, 
&R(tk)/g(t)=A(K)=A(K). 
Since p > 0 we can define a,, to satisfy g(a,) -log n. Then in 9, 
X,, = a,‘(A, u. . . uA,)-+Z(A;.&) a.s. as n+co 
and 
conv(X,,)+ conv(Z(A; A)) a.s. as n + ~0. 
Proof. Verify the conditions of Lemma 1.1 for the class & and the class Ju’= 
{Int K: K E A}. Let K E Jll and K n Z(A; J%) =0. Then 
KcU{IntF:A(F)>l, FE&}. 
Hence K is covered by the finite collection of sets Int F,, 1 s is m. 
It follows from (2.1) and the choice of a,, that 
lim R(a,,F)/log n = A(F). 
n-x 
Lemma 2.1 yields 
lim R(a,K)/logn=A(K)>,~~~A(F,)=a>l. 
n-cr <% 
1 
T(a,K) s n-‘“mf’. (3.1) 
Since a,k 1 a .+,I? for all n 2 1, we get 
P{X,, n K # 0 i.o.} = &‘{A,, n a,$ # 0 i.0.). 
It follows from (3.1) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma that the last probability is equal 
to zero, since 
Thus 
lim R(a,K)/logn=A(K)=A(K)>a. 
n-‘x 
Pick 4’> 0 such that a - 5 > 1. Then for sufficiently large n, 
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Let x E G n Z(A ; .A) for a certain G from Ju’. Hence 
GgU{IntK:A(K)>l,KE&}. 
Choose some open neighborhood U(x) = G and pick K, K, from Ju such that 
U(x) = K, c Int K c K c G. 
If A(K) 2 1 then A (K,) > 1 by the condition of strict monotonicity. Hence x E Int K, , 
A(K,)>l,sothatx~Z(A;~).ThereforeA(K)=a<landKnZ(A;~)Z13.Thus 
P{X,, n G = 0 i.o.} s P{X, n K = 0 i.0.). 
Pick 5 > 0 such that a + 5 < 1. Then T( u,K) z= n -‘O+‘) for sufficiently large n, whence 
we get 
P{(A, u . . .u A,,) n a,,K =0} = (1- T(a,K))” 
s exp{-nT(a,,K)} 
< exp{ nn-‘“+i’} 
= exp{-n’-‘“+i’}. 
Since 6 = 1 - (a + 6) > 0, 
f P{X,, n K =0}s 2 exp{-n’}<oo. 
n=l n=, 
Hence P{X,, n G = 0 i.o.} = 0. 
Thus both conditions of Lemma 1.1 are valid, so that X, converges to Z as n + 00. 
The convergence of convex hulls follows from continuity of the function K + 
conv(K) with respect to the convergence in 9, see Matheron [4]. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are valid, and also that 
KE E A’ and A (K G) # 0, w for a certain convex compact K, such that 0 E Int KC,. Then 
X, converges to Z(A ; 4) almost surely in the Hausdor- metric on YC. 
Proof. We have to check in addition that 
p suPllX,,II<~ 
1 
=l, 
,> -1 1 
see Davis et al. [2]. It suffices to show that 
P 
I 
sup inf{ t > 0: X, c tKo} < ~0 
,? -= I I 
=P supu,’ 
i 
inf{t>O: A,u. . .uA,c tK,,}<oo 
n--l 
Denote 
5, = inf{ t > 0: A, u. . . u A, c tK,,}. 
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Then &, = max(v,, . . . , q,), where n, , . . , v,, are i.i.d. random variables with com- 
mon distribution 
P{r],>y}=P{AnyK;#fl}. 
Hence -log( P{ 7, > y}) is regularly varying. This is sufficient for almost sure stability 
of sup,, -I a,‘&!, see Resnick and Tomkins [6]. 0 
It can be shown that for a single-point set A = {[} all conditions of Theorem 3.1 
follow from the conditions on the distribution of [ imposed in Theorem 2.1 of Davis 
et al. [2]. In this case it is reasonable to choose the class of all parallelepipeds as 
the class Jll. Note that in this case the functional iI of any parallelepiped K depends 
only on the lower-left vertex of K. It should be noted also that the lack of preferable 
directions in Theorem 3.1 makes it possible to apply it for random samples of all 
quadrants of [w” without any changes (cf. Davis et al. [2]). 
We can also apply Theorem 3.1 to the random set 
A=(-cc,t]=(-CO,[,]X...X(-a,&]. 
Then for the parallelepiped [a, b] = [a,, b,] X. . . x [a,, bd] we get 
Thus regular variation of the function -log( P{tz ta}) for any a from rW$ with the 
strictly monotone limiting function A ensures convergence of the appropriate unions 
to the non-random limit {y E Iw” : y s x, h(x) G 1) (the inequality y d x is coordinate- 
wise). 
4. Almost sure limits for unions of special random sets 
Now that a general theorem on almost sure convergence of scaled unions has been 
derived, we shall consider one special but rather general example of random sets 
and the corresponding law of large numbers. 
Let h be a regularly varying function on IF!‘” with non-vanishing on S”-’ limiting 
function A and the index of variation Q > 0, viz. A (tx) = t”A (x) for t > 0, x # 0. 
Moreover, let h satisfy the uniformity condition (see de Haan and Resnick [3]) 
lim sup Ih(tx)/h(tl)-A(x)(=O 
‘-’ //1~/=-1 
(4.1) 
where (1 . (( is the Euclidean norm, I= (1,. . . , 1). It was proven in Yakimiv [8] that 
A is a continuous function, 
Let 5 be a random vector in [w”’ with the probability density exp{-h(x)}, and let 
M : R’” + X be continuous in the Hausdorff metric homogeneous multivalued func- 
tion of degree y > 0, i.e. 
M(h) = rYM(u) 
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for all t > 0, u # 0. Suppose also that M(u) = (0) iff u = 0. Note that the values of 
M are compact subsets of Rd, so that m is allowed to be different from d. Moreover, 
in general 5 can be distributed within a certain cone @. 
Denote g(t) = i~(t”~l). Let A,, A,, . . . be independent copies of the random 
closed set A defined as 
A = M(t). 
For simplicity suppose that for any open cone r c W’, 
pCL,_,({eEsm-‘: M(e) n r # 0}) > 0 (4.2) 
where pm_, is the (m - 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on .5$“-‘. Otherwise the 
range of possible values of A is a certain cone G, so that all results below can be 
safely reformulated on replacing Rd with G and .!$jdP’ with s’-’ n 6. 
For each S c s’-’ denote 
rs==xv: x20, VES}, 
L(S)={~ES”~‘: M(e)nr,#O}, 
qs(e) = IIM(e) nrsll, e E L(S). 
For a single-point set S = {v} corresponding notations are replaced with r,, L(V), 
qU( e) respectively. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the following assumption is valid: 
(iii) For any canonically closed set S c sd-‘, e,EL(S), v>Oandu,from M(e,)n 
Ts there exists e, E L(S) such that 
M(e,)nIntr,nB,(u,)#@ 
Pick a,, stich that g(a,) -log n. Then X,, = a,‘(A, U. . . u A,,) converges almost surely 
in the Hausdorff metric to 
Z={vx: f.~E~~~‘,OCx<f(v)} as n+cO, 
where 
f(v) =sup{q,(e)/h(e)Y’“: e E L(v)}. 
Proof. For any K from X denote YK = {u E R”: M(u) n K # 0). It is easy to show 
that 2,K = t”Y_YK, ,40K is closed, and 0 E d;pK iff 0 E K. 
It is obvious that the limiting set 2 contains the origin. Let OE K. Then 
= P{(E t”YzK}= exp{-h(t”yu)}td’Y du. 
Y K 
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It follows from (4.1) and Lemma 6.2 from Davis et al. [2] that for all E E (0, CI) 
and sufficiently large t, 
T(tK)sl,(t)= exp{-(l-&)A(u)l(ul(-Fg(t)}td’ydU, (4.3) 
I/K 
T( tK) 2 Z*(t) = J exp{-(l+e)h(u)(lu()‘g(t)}td”‘du. (4.4) ‘I, 
It suffices to verify the conditions of Theorem 3.1 for the compact K having the 
form 
K={ux: uES,asxsb}, 
where 0 < a < b <CO, and S is a canonically closed subset of §dP’. 
Denote additionally for e E L(S), 
(4.5) 
LfK(e)={r~O: r”M(e)n K #a}, 
/K(e)=inf.9K(e)=(a/qs(e))“y. 
The function qs( e) is bounded on L(S), since 
q=sup{q,(e): eEL(S)}Gsup{IIM(e)(J: eEsm-‘}<co 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Thus 
fK =inf{lK(e): eE L(S)}2 (a/q)“? 
Since ZK = {er: e E L(S), r E ZK (e)}, the integral Z,(t) from (4.3) is evaluated as 
I,(t) = J LrS) wm-l(de) J exp{-(1 -~)A(e)r”~‘g(t)}t”“‘r” dr. Yh.(e) 
Letting y be equal to (1 - e)rU-Fh (e)g( t) yields 
Z,(t) = (a - e)-‘tdly 
J 
L(s) pL,-,(de) 
X J exp{-y}ydl’--’ [( 1 - a)A (e)g( t)]-d”“-” dy, ~k’l;(e)g(O 
where &(e)={r”-‘(1-&)A(e): r~Z’~(e)}. 
Since A(e) is continuous and non-vanishing on s”-‘, A(e) 2 c for some constant 
c > 0. Then for a certain positive constant c,, 
J J 
cc 
I,(t)s C*g(t)-d”u-“td’Y L(s) ympl(de) exp{-yly d’(apE’-’ dy, 
YiCe)g(r) 
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&(e)=infLZk(e)=8K(e)0-‘(1-s)A(e). 
Thus 
Z,(t)< c,g(f)~d’c~-F’,d’y~Lml(L(S)) 
I 
X exp{-y}yd”“-“-’ dy 
f&C 1 I
- c,g(t)Y d”U--F’fd’Y~U,(L(S))exp{-flg(t)}(f;<g(t))d”u-F’~’ 
as t + co, where 
&=inf{&(e): eEL(S)}=inf{f?K(e)“PF(l-e)A(e): eEL(S)}. (4.8) 
Note that & 2 c( 1 - &)(fK )uPF > 0. It follows from (4.2) that pm-,( L(S)) > 0. Since 
g(t) is regularly varying with positive index, 
lim$f -log T( tK)/g( t) 2 lim&f -log I,( t)/g( t) SflK. 
Estimate the function Z2(t) from (4.3) in the following way: 
Z,(t) z= C*g(t)-d’(CXPF)td’y 
I I 
de exp{-y}yd/‘“~“~’ dy, 
L(S) ‘J<lP)R(I) 
where .Y~(e)={r“fF(l+e)h(e): rELfK(e)}. 
The definition of .YK (e) yields 
2, (e) = Ca “y, b”Y]q,(e))“Y. 
It follows from (4.7) that for some x > 0 and all e from L(S), 
[elk(e), elk(e)+z]c Z’k(e), 
where 
(4.9) 
Denote 
f;c=inf{&(e): eEL(S)}=inf{lK(e)“+‘(l+.e)h(e): eeL(S)}. (4. 
It follows from (iii) and continuity of M(e) that for each n > 0, enE L(S), 
b-,({e c US): q,(e) 2 qs(eJ - rl]) > 0. (4. 
10) 
11) 
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Indeed, qs(4 = lluoll f or a certain U,,E r,. By (iii) there exists a point U, belonging 
to M(e,) n (Int rs) n Bq,r(~,). It follows from continuity of the function M in the 
Hausdorff metric that for a certain S > 0 and each e E &(e,) c L(S), 
M(e) n Int r, n B?,J u,) # 8. 
Hence qs(e) 2 qs(e,,)- 7 for all e from B*(e,), whence (4.11) is valid. 
Pick 6 from the interval (0, x). It follows from (4.6), (4.9) that e’;(e) is a continuous 
transformation of qs(e). From (4.11) we derive that the set 
&={eEL(S): &(e)G~~+S} 
is of positive (m - 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure, i.e. pu,-,(Ffi) > 0. 
Then for some constant c2, 
12(t) 2 c,g( t) md’(a-c )td’y 
x I,, p,+,(de) [~~~~j~C(,~ exp(-yly”““-“-’ dy 
_ C*g(t)-dl’“-“fdlY 
xp,,,-,(&) exp{-(~Ec+s)g(t)}((f”+s)g(t))d”“-”~’ 
as t + 00. Thus 
lim sup -log T( tK)/g( t) Cf’;( + 6. 
I-X 
Letting 6 go to zero yields 
fX 4 lim$f -log T(tK)/g(t) s lim “,up -log T(K)lg(t) sf$ 
Since F in (4.8), (4.10) can be chosen to be sufficiently small, we get 
lim-log T(rK)/g(t)=A(K)=~~:fSI~~(e)nA(e). 
r-v, (4.12) 
It is evident that A(K)=A(i), and A(K,)>A(K) if K,cIntK. Thus the 
conditions of Theorem 3.1 are valid for the class JU from (1.2), i.e. 
R(K) = -log T(K) E RV(q J%, A, g). 
The limit (4.12) exists also for K = {v: jJz111 2 1). Then for all eE s”-‘, 
2?‘K(e)={r20: rqllM(e)(lZl}, e,(e) = IIM(e)llm”“, 
whence 
A(K)=inf{l/M(e)((-““‘A(e): eEsd--‘)ZO,W 
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Since JI determines the weak convergence, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 imply 
almost sure convergence of X,, to the limit 
Z=Z(A;Jll)=(lJ{IntF: FEJ@,A(F)>~})‘. 
For K from (4.5) we get 
A(K)=inf{(a/q(e))““‘A(e): eEL(S)}. 
If S in (4.5) tends to the one-point set u E s’-’ then A(K) tends to 
inf{(a/q,(e))““A(e): eE L(U)}. 
Hence 
c 
Z(A; A)= vb: VE%- , b>a, inf (a/q,(e))““A(e)> 1 
PLLlL.1 
where 
={vx: vEsd-‘,O~X~f(v)}, 
f(v) = (inf{A(e)/q,(e)““: eE L(v)}))“” 
=sup{q,.(e)/A(e)Y’“: eE L(v)}. 
If L(v)=0 we putf(v)=O. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 be valid, and let A(e) = 1 for all 
e from sm-‘. Then the limiting set in Theorem 4.1 is equal to 
{vx: v~T%~~‘,O~x~h~““~ sup{q,(e): eE L(v)}}. 0 
Assumption (iii) is the most awkward in Theorem 4.1. Fortunately, it is valid in 
case the multivalued function M is defined as 
M(x,, . . . , xdn+,) = conv{(x,, . . , xd), . . . , (x~,-,M+~, . . , x4)> 
Ox,,,+,MO~ . .Oxcin+,M, (4.13) 
where M,,..., M, are closed subsets of Rd, 0 is the Minkowski addition (see 
Matheron [4]). The representation (4.13) includes many important examples of 
random sets. E.g., if n = 1, I= 1, and M, = B,(O) then M(x,, . . , xd, xc,+,) is the ball 
of radius xd+, centered at (x,, . . , xd). 
Note that (iii) can be replaced with the condition of lower semi-continuity of the 
function qs(e) on L(S). 
Having replaced infima in (4.8), (4.10) with essential infima we can remove the 
condition (iii). Then the following theorem is valid. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let a, be dejined in Theorem 4.1. Then X,, converges in 9 to the limit 
1 
vx: v E s, SC sdm’ ,OGxsess sup qs(e)/A(e)“” , 
CCL(S) I 
asn+co. 0 
Example 4.4. Let M(u)=(u). Then y=l, A,={[}, L(v)=(u), and ql,(e)=Ijell. 
Hence 
Z(A;JR)={vx: vE~~-‘,A(vx)4l}={U:A(u)~l}. 
Thus our result coincides with the statement of Theorem 6.3 from Davis et al. [2]. 
Moreover, we removed the condition of monotonicity imposed on A in that paper. 
Example 4.5. Let M be a non-random convex subset of R2 and let w+ be the turn 
(say clockwise) to the angle 4. Denote M(te) = tYw,M for t> 0 and e = 
(cos 4, sin 4). Then the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are valid and 
qO(e) = sup{r: rv E w,M} = q(w-,,,v) 
where q(u) = sup{ r: ru E M}, u E s’. Similarly 
L(v)={eEF%‘: w_~vES~}, 
where S,,={u/IIuII: ZJ E M\(O)}. Thus the limiting set in Theorem 4.1 is equal to 
Z= xv: v~~‘,O~x~supq(e)/A(w_~v)~‘” . 
1 rcS1, I 
If A(e) = A = const then 2 = B,(O), where r = A my“y sup{ JJxII: x E M}. 
Example 4.6. Define M(u) to be the ball of radius u0 centered at (u,, . . . , ud) for 
anyvectoru=(z4,,,ul,...,~d)fromRm, u,~O,m=d+l.ThenA=M(~,~, ,..., &) 
is the random ball BE(l) in Rd. The function M satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
4.1 with y=l. For any UE~‘~’ and e=(e,,e, ,..., ed)EsmP’ we get 
q,,(e)=sup{r: rvEB,,(e, ,..., e,,)}. 
In general the evaluation off(v) in Theorem 4.1 
If A(e) = A then we may apply Corollary 4.2. 
for (e,, . . , e,)=tv and ei+ef+...+e;=l,we 
is very complicated. 
Since qC(e) attains its maximum 
get 
sup{q,.(e): e E S,,} =sup{t+e,: t’+e:= 1, I, e,,sO} =2”‘. 
Thus X,, converges to B,(O), where r = A ““2”‘. 
In more general case A (e) = A,,( e,,) + A, (e,, . . . , e,,), i.e. the radius and the center 
of the ball A, are independent. Suppose that A, is a spherical symmetric function, 
i.e. 5 has spherical symmetric distribution. Then the function f(u) in Theorem 4.1 
is equal to 
f(~)=sup{(e,,+t)/(A~(e,)+A,(tv))””: t’+efj=l}=r. 
Hence the limit of X,, is the ball B,(O). If Ao(e,) = hoe;; and A,(&) = A,(tllvll)” then 
r=sup{(eo+t)/(A,,e;;+Alt”)““: t’+ei=l}. 
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Example 4.7. Let m = 6, d = 2 and let M(u) for u = (u,, . . . , u6) be the triangle with 
the vertices (u,, u,), (u3, u,), (us, u6). Then the condition (iii) is valid and the 
limiting set is equal to 
Z= ux: uESdm',OGxS sup qu(e)/A(e)“” , 
i ecL(u) I 
where 
L(u)={e=(e,,...,e,)E~m~l:M(e)nr,ZO}. 
If ,4(e) = A then qu(e) attains its minimum if (e2,_, , ez,) = t,o, i = 1,2,3. Thus 
sup{q,(e): eE L(V)} = sup{max(t,, 1*, t,): tf+ t:+ t:= l} = 1 
and the limiting set 2 is equal to B,(O), r= A-““. For a general function A the 
evaluation of qc(e) is much more complicated. 
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